Autumn Term 21/22 Issue 3

Friday, 1 October 2021

Chepstow News
Keeping you up to date with school life

Message from Mrs Barr
Dear Parents,
As many of you may know, reading is a great passion of mine and as a school there is a huge
emphasis on encouraging children to read for enjoyment. Therefore, we are incredibly lucky
to have a little helper, in the form of Ralph the dog, who comes in whenever possible to hear
the children read. This week he visited Reception.
Reading to pets, such as Ralph, has been proved to allow children to enjoy reading more. It
not only provides an opportunity to read for pleasure and not feel that they are being
judged, but also to give pleasure. This is a hugely important shift in mind-set for young
readers who sometimes see reading as just another skill to be learnt at school. Children
reading to Ralph sit with him and read him a story of their choice allowing them to gain
confidence as well as have a mindful, relaxing time. They suddenly become the expert and
that empowerment enables children to learn how to correct themselves when reading out
loud and, ultimately, enjoy reading more.
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Ralph is such a fantastic addition to the Chepstow community, and his calm and friendly
manner has even seen children nervous of dogs feel brave enough to read to him. Thank
you Mrs Fraser for introducing him to us.
I am sure you will find out more about Ralph and
his visits on our SharePoint site and in our
Instagram posts.
Best wishes

Chepstow House School Instagram
Little Chepstow Nursery Instagram
Chepstow Sport Instagram
Chepstow Art Instagram
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STARS OF THE WEEK
Class

Name

Robin

Alexander

Sparrow

Olympia

For your fantas c Weekend
News!

Wren

August

For always being the rst child to
o er a helping hand around the
classroom.

Pelican

Rima

For her awesome contribu ons to
class discussions.

Pu n

Luka

For wri ng a brilliant descrip on
of the bear in ‘We’re Going on a
Bear Hunt’ for your Big Write.

Penguin

Talia

For working so hard on
understanding how to make
bonds to 10.

Reason

For being independent ge ng
changed for sports.
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Class

Name

Reason

Swallow

Isabel

For her wonderful diary entry as
an onlooker to the Fire of London.
You created an exci ng
atmosphere with sensory
adjec ves.

King sher

Carlo

For your fantas c a tude to
learning during all of our lessons
and always asking though ul
ques ons and sharing your ideas.

Jasper

For working so hard on three-digit
column addi on and even
persevering with carrying!

Woodpecker

Olivia

For your hardworking a tude
and lovely descrip on of The
Dark, Dark Tale.

Woodlark

Max

For improved concentra on and
involvement in lessons!

Skylark

Can

For his crea ve shape poem full
of onomatopoeias, similes and
powerful verbs! Well done!

Tawny Owl

Ines

For her excellent Roman
calligram.
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Class

Name

Reason

Snowy Owl

Clara

For showing great resilience and
perseverance during an
inves ga on in our Maths lesson.

Grey Hawk

Beatriz

For your though ul and
interes ng ques ons to
characters in the ‘Highway Man’
poem.

Harrier Hawk

Ben na

For excellent inference when
analysing The Highwayman Poem.

Golden Eagle

Eliza

For her excellent comprehension
work and ability to delve into the
passage and make appropriate
and mature conclusions and
assump ons.

Imperial Eagle

Ocean

For her posi ve a tude towards
all lessons, and an amazing poster
describing the UN Rights of a
Child.
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SPECIALIST AWARDS
Class

Name

Reason

Sport

India (Woodlark)

For demonstra ng excellent shoo ng skills in her netball
lesson.

Art

Lucus (Pu ns)

For an amazing drawing showing attention to detail
when learning about famous portraits.

French

Gabu (Golden Eagle)

For his ac ve par cipa on in class when exploring new
vocabulary.

Music

Riley (Penguin)

For her excellent singing and moving in me to music.

Science

Ocean (Imperial Eagles)

For her wonderfully crea ve dichotomous key to classify
the Mr Men.

BEHAVIOUR AWARDS

Hardworking Badge

Name of Child

Reception
Robin

Leonard

Sparrow

Leon

Wren

Maya

Year 1
Pelican

Ginny

Penguin

Alexander

Puffin

Vesper

Year 2
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Swift

Maud

Woodpecker

Carl

Year 3
Skylark

Charlie

Woodlark

Ellie

Year 4
Snowy Owl

Owen

Tawny Owl

Lara

Year 5
Grey Hawk

Dhruv

Harrier Hawk

James

Year 6
Golden Eagle

Max

Imperial Eagle

Lily
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NEWS FROM THE ART DEPARTMENT

Autumn is finally here and in the art room we have been thinking about the beautiful reds,
oranges, browns and yellows of the fallen leaves and using them in our artworks. Reception
have been having lots of fun using oil pastels to make some large-scale leaf rubbings using
leaves from the wild area and Year 4 have started making leaf collages in warm and cool colours.
Have a look at the Art SharePoint and Instagram pages for more artwork updates!
Miss Luke
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NEWS FROM SPORTS DEPARTMENT
What another brilliant week of sport at Chepstow House School.
In key stage one, the pupils have been continuing their development in netball, football and
lacrosse. Within each sport, pupils have been focussing on the technique of passing and starting
to understand movement off of the ball and why we do it. Great work KS1!
In key stage two, the pupils have been developing their understanding of positional play, and why
it is important to move off of the ball. This week has shown great improvement in their
communication on the pitch and the language we use to encourage and position team members.
Pupils are investigating, how and why we move off the ball and how this can bene t play. Lovely
work KS3.
Star of week: India Markham for her excellent shooting in her Friday Netball lesson.
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Here are some pictures
of the fantastic fixtures
we have played this
week!
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NEWS FROM FRENCH DEPARTMENT

Reception greeted each other with
“Bonjour monsieur or Bonjour
madame!” and learned a finger rhyme
“Toc toc toc monsieur pouce”.

Year 1 played colour
Noughts & Crosses
and other games to
learn their colours in
French

Year 5 are describing what is in their pencil case.

Year 2 are looking at the story
“La chenille qui fait des trous”

Year 3 are practising their greetings and
introducing themselves, using questions,
spelling and pronouncing correctly.

Year 6 are exploring new
vocabulary with a story
“Le petit poulet”.
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NEWS FROM SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
A New Addition!

Lovingly donated to Chepstow House’s Science Department by Mr Buckley’s mum, we are
very excited to welcome Buddy the Budgie! He will join the company of Pepper the Tortoise,
Bubbles the Fish and Dusty the Hamster in the science lab and each term’s members of
CARE will have the opportunity to take him home and look after him for a weekend. How
exciting!

Elsewhere in the Science Department, Ocean
from the Imperial Eagles made a fantastic
dichotomous key to distinguish between the
different Mr Men, using her knowledge from
our classification topic, which earned her
Scientist of the Week!
Congratulations, Ocean, and a big well done to
the rest of Year 6 who also produced some
brilliant posters!

The Year 4s have been thoroughly enjoying their
states of matter topic too! They investigated
particle energy by observing how quickly dye spread
through both hot and cold water.
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NEWS FROM MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Some sounds are short and some sounds are l-o-n-g!
Year 2 impressed me with the number of yoghurt pots that had been cleaned and collected for use in our
music lessons this week. We have been exploring long and short sounds on di erent instruments and our
yoghurt pots made a fantas c ‘clip-clop’ sound for our donkey song. We can’t wait to perform our song in
singing assembly to Recep on and Year 1.

Check out the video here: Year 2 Music - Autumn Term (sharepoint.com)

On Tuesday Mr Phelps brought his trumpet into school to play to everyone. The children loved hearing the
sound of the trumpet and guessing the famous tunes he played. Jude (Year 6) gave an impressive
demonstra on on the vuvuzela. Check out a short video of his performance here: Instrumental Programme
(sharepoint.com)
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Year 3 are now learning how to play ‘Hot Cross Buns’ on their recorders and Years 4 and 5 have been crea ng
their own composi ons of the rhythm rules. There are lots of videos of their work on the Music Sharepoint
pages, so please do check them out.
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LITTLE CHEPSTOW NEWS
Another week full of action packed fun has taken place at Little Chepstow. We have celebrated four
birthdays, enjoyed yummy cake and even had a visit from Elsa from Frozen!
The Field Mice have enjoyed their topic based on the book ‘Monkey Puzzle’, and are becoming very
skilled at retelling the story using a variety of props. They have also learnt about many monkey and ape
and their habitats. This has been a great success and some clips have caused much hilarity.
The younger Dormice are now all very settled in their new nursery environment and their favourite
activities so far are using the play dough, exploring sand and rice play and learning new songs.
They are also excited by the new display board which has pictures of our families and the little ones love
pointing at their family photos.

Don’t forget to check out our Instagram page for all the photos from this week
@littlechepstownurseryschool
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RECEPTION NEWS
This week we have been reading Owl Babies by Martin Waddell. The children took comfort in
this story, discussing their feelings about missing family members now that they are at big
school. The children really enjoyed making their family trees and sharing family photos with
each other.
The children also made some wonderful owl paintings and learnt all about owls in their topic
lesson. They thought it was very funny that owls can turn their heads almost all the way
around.
In maths we have been deepening out understanding of numbers and made some honey
flavoured biscuits in cookery.
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YEAR 1 NEWS
This has been a great week in year 1 with lots of learning taking place. In maths we have been
looking at subtracting and being using different methods to help us solve so very tricky problems.
For literacy we have been using our amazing adjectives to describe a setting from the story of ‘we
are going on a bear hunt’. In science we are continue to look at humans, specifically our senses.
We are continuing to look at weather in geography and this week we became weather forecasters.
It has been such an awesome week!
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YEAR 2 NEWS
We have had such a fantastic week of learning in Year 2. We have continued our work on A dark, dark tale
and have been working on using adjectives to write our own spooky stories. Yesterday we learned how to
use a thesaurus and had so much fun improving our own work by finding exciting synonyms. In maths, we
have been so busy looking at measurement, including length, weight and capacity. Our favourite lesson
definitely involved using different containers to measure and compare volumes of water! Our history
learning has continued and we’re now on a hunt for Guy Fawkes! We loved learning his story and are now
all extremely excited for Bonfire Night!
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YEAR 3 NEWS

In year 3 this week, the children became poets! After creating their own shape poems all about a
particular wild animal, they performed them to their class. In order to perform the best they could,
they got top tips from no other than the famous poet, Michael Rosen. Have you ever read his
poem, ‘Chocolate Cake?’. Our walk around Ladbroke grove for Geography was a success. The
children were looking out for technology in our local area and discussing how this has impacted
society. Next week, we will be travelling back in time to see what the area was like before any
technology! Science was so fun with Mr Buckley! The children did EGGsperiments linking to air
resistance. It was also a competition to see who could protect their egg before launching it from
the balcony! Drama has continued with Mr O’Connor and the children have been getting really
stuck in, learning how to change their voices when performing.
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YEAR 4 NEWS
This week we have been practising solving subtractions. We worked hard to master the concept
by solving missing number calculations using the inverse and challenging multi step word
problems.
We worked hard and continued talking about perseverance and resilience to ensure that we
never give up when we face challenges and that we embrace mistakes as learning opportunities.
We also started working on the book Escape from Pompeii and described the city of Pompeii
prior to the eruption. We made sure that we used our senses to make our descriptions even
better
We also discussed Roman society and how powerful different people were. We discussed the
place and importance of different members including the emperors, women, senators and
gladiators.
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YEAR 5 NEWS
The children in year 5 are so much fun to teach. We are able to extend the learning in every
lesson, whilst also having great discussions and ideas from the children. This week our maths
lessons have focused on division, both short and long division. We will be moving onto
fractions soon, so it is important that children are secure in the division methods. In English,
both classes have been using ‘The Highwayman’ poem by Alfred Noyes as the basis for their
lessons. The children have explored the themes within the poem creating a calligram to
demonstrate these. We have been hot seating the characters to consider the different points of
view in the poem. In geography, we have been exploring the local area and determining the
differences between an Ordnance Survey map and Google Maps. We started to follow given
instructions and then we planned our own. Whilst it is fun to explore the area, it has been tricky
to check our directional language and the distance we need to travel on electronic maps.
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YEAR 6 NEWS
Year 6 have had a busy week completing CAT tests. We continue to be proud of the efforts the
children are putting in when completing classwork and assessments. The Golden Eagles have
started their new whole class novel, Diary of a Young Naturalist by Dara McAnulty. Whilst
listening to this autobiographical account from a young nature lover, we treated ourselves to
some mindful sketching. Some good ‘downtime’ after all the assessments.

